
METAL JACKETED
Metal Jacketed gaskets are specially designed and widely used on smooth flange applications and are 
ideal for heat exchangers, autoclaves, columns, flue stacks, boilers, gas mains, valve bonnets, pumps 
and similar services. 

Metal jacketed gaskets are available in a comprehensive selection of materials and are custom built to 
clients specific design requirements and are almost without any size limitations, should gaskets be 
required to suit standard specifications, metal jacketed gaskets can be produced to ASME B16.12 and 
EN 1514-4.

Each gasket is individual hand made with meticulous care, by our highly skilled craftsmen, to ensure 
ease of fitting and long service life. The gasket metal case protects the resilient filler and is resistant to 
pressure, temperature and corrosion.

Material 

Metallic shell Temperature limits

Temperature

InconelⓇ 1095 2003
Stainless 

(400 Series) 
850 1562

Stainless 
(300 Series) 

540 to 870 1004 to 1598

Monel 820 1508
Nickel 760 1400

Titanium 540 1004
Soft Iron 425 797

Aluminium 425 797
Copper 315 599
Brass 260 500
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Standard Materials for jacketed gaskets outer shell

Soft iron, low carbon steel, stainless steel (grades 304, 304L, 316, 316L,321, 410 etc.), copper, bronze, monelⓇ, aluminium, 
hastelloyⓇ, titanium, inconelⓇ and soft steel.

Standard Materials of jacketed gaskets filler

Non-asbestos, PTFE (Sintered and unsintered), graphite, rubber, millboard, ceramics and corrugated metals. 

Material 

Non-Metallic Filler Temperature limits

Ceramic 1200 2192
Millboard 1000 1832

Non-Asbestos 400 752
Graphite 600 1112

PTFE 260 500

°C °F
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The most popular style for heat exchangers, the double-jacketed gasket offers complete protection of the filler 
material. There is practically no diameter limitation, with greater compressability and resilience than a similar solid 
metal gasket.
This gasket provides even support by the use of the overlapped jacket on the inside and outside diameters. Also, 
the outside lap helps to prevent excessive distortion of light weight flanges.
The most common filler used is graphite. A wide range of metal and filler material is available if dictated by 
temperature, pressure, or corrosive conditions.

The corrugated style has increased resilience with the benefit of a number of seal “points”. If a small leakage 
occurs across the inside edge, the corrugations act as separate seals under moderate and even bolt loads.

This gasket employs a metal filler rather than graphite or other soft material. The result is greater resistance to 
problems resulting from temperature changes. The range of temperature is limited only by the metal selected.

This gasket is generally used for applications where narrow width is required. The single jacket gasket with a soft 
filler protects both edges of the filler material. It is an economical answer to many gasket needs. Single jacketed 
gaskets are available with corrugated metal fillers.

Affording the advantages of the standard double jacketed gasket, the double shell style allows greater strength 
and rigidity by the addition of a completely overlapping inner shell. This gasket has a minimum flange width of 
1/4”, and can be produced in almost any diameter. As with other heat exchanger gaskets, there is a greater 
variety of available metals and filler materials.

A gasket with completely enclosed filler offering more filler protection than the standard single gasket. Especially 
useful for applications requiring small flange widths (to 1/8”). Certain sizes may require tooling to produce.

The two piece French Style gasket is more readily available and easier to produce than the one-piece French 
Style which requires expensive tooling. The soft filler is exposed on the outside diameter and the minimum 
flange width is 1/4”. Size of diameter is practically unlimited.

This gasket combines advantages of metal shielding on the I.D. with a thick, compressable layer of soft gasket 
material on either side of the metal. Metal thickness is 26 gauge, tack welded together and then rolled over on 
the ID, acting as a shield. The layers of soft gasket materials are available in various densities and thicknesses.

PDJA

PDJB

PDJC

PDJD

PDJE

PDJF

PDJG

PDJH

While requiring a smooth flange face and high bolt load, the solid metal ISM1 gasket has numerous “plus” points. 
It has great strength, good heat conductivity, and resistance to temperature, corrosion and pressure. There is 
practically no size or shape limitation.

This type of gasket is economical for a low-pressure seal on smooth flanges with low bolt pressure. Advantages 
are low cost, lightweight and greater resilience than a comparable flat solid gasket. Temperature applications are 
based upon the metal selected.

In cross section, the ISM3 gasket incorporates a solid metal core with graphite foil bonded to each face. The 
graphite facing layers are manufactured from high purity material to exact thickness and density, thus ensuring 
that correct material compression can be controlled, vital in enclosed applications. This high quality graphite 
material provides excellent sealing characteristics, readily flowing into flange imperfections under relatively low 
applied loads, whilst the metallic core provides a rigid gasket construc- tion, vital for operating and handling 
conditions.

PSMA

PSMB

PSMC
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HEAT EXCHANGER GASKETS STANDARD SHAPES

K-3 K-4K-2K-1J-5 J-6 J-7 J-8

J-3 J-4J-2J-1I-8 I-9 I-10 I-11

I-6 I-7I-5I-4H-12 I-1 I-2 I-3

H-10 H-11H-9H-8H-4 H-5 H-6 H-7

H-2 H-3H-1G-9G-5 G-6 G-7 G-8

G-3 G-4G-2G-1

R C-1 C-2 D-1 D-2 E-1

E-4 F-1 F-2 F-3

E-2 E-3


